ANYTIME 40' 9" Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1972

BULL 58' Sandbagger 1997

CHESAPEAKE 59' Dickerson 1954

ELF 58' Lawley gaff topsail cutter 1888

ESPERANZA 40' Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1963

JOY 40' 9" Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1969

HUNTRESS 40' 9" Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1959 (Hull No.1)

LADY PATTY 45' Phillip Rhodes ketch 1935

MARTHA WHITE 65' Nova Scotia Bluenose schooner 1973

NATIVE 37' Herreshoff Ketch 1970

RENDEZVOUS 40' William Garden Ketch 1977

SOMEDAY 40' 7" Hinckley/Bill Tripp sloop 1980

THISTLE 40' Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1971

TOM SWIFT 26' Tancook whaler 1976

TUSITALA 40' 9" Hinckley/Bill Tripp yawl 1971

WIND SONG 54' Bugeye Ketch 1979

WINDALIER 56' Sparkman Stephens yawl 1962